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Sapphire is the exclusive currency for the world’s biggest jackpot game. The
Sapphire enables people to win highest prices in the history and use their
tokens worldwide and to buy & sell them freely on the digital exchanges.
Sapphire token (SPH) is built on top of validated Ethereum platform and
based on the verified ERC20 standard. The token sales is executed as Initial
Coin Offering (ICO) and the token supply is fixed to 1Bn tokens.

What is this?
The Sapphire will be released  as a new crypto-currency token for global use and
published into several selected digital exchanges. The Sapphire is the exclusive
currency to be used in the unique and gamified skill-based gambling game.

Timeline
● Pre-sales starts Oct, 2017
● Pre-ICO starts ~Dec, 2017
● ICO sales start ~Jan, 2018
● Dates estimated, depends on
sales quota and velocity.
The nominal value of the coin is:
1 SPH = 1.00 EUR

Key Metrics
Supply: 1Bn (1,000,000,000) tokens
Token standard: ERC20
Token Distribution

The game platform will provide an industry-record return percentage of close to, or
equal to 100%. The minimum of 98% return percentage (payout rate) is guaranteed.
The game is more accessible to casual players than Poker is: easier to play, always
available without time constraints, fun and engaging, and very much rewarding with a
higher grand price than that of any existing grand lotteries, such as EuroJackpot or
EuroMillions that are pure random-number-generator (RNG) lotteries. The multi-step
rewards allow players to win instant prices along the way to the grand jackpot, for
example winnings of 5x bet with 1/10 odds* on every single play round (* estimated;
depends on the player profile and how many opponents are online).

Initial Coin Offering
The initial coin offering (ICO) is created to seek for early investors and players to help
in the funding of the development and marketing of the gaming platform and the
token. Early buyers will get more benefits and discounted price for the token.
●
●
●
●

In Pre-sales phase: buy 1 token, get 10 tokens. Nominal price is 0.10€/token.
In Pre-ICO phase: buy 1 token, get 5 tokens. Nominal price is 0.20€/token.
In ICO phase: buy 1 token, get 3 tokens. Nominal price is 0.33€/token.
In Post-ICO phase: when the project is ready and token has been made available
through digital exchanges, the nominal value of the token is set to 1.00€/token.

Pre-sales phase : 100M tokens
- Sold for early investors ( 10%)
Pre-ICO phase: 200M tokens
- 180M token sale for buyers ( 18%)
- 20M held by the founders (2%)
ICO phase: 300M tokens
- Token sale for buyers (30%)
Post-ICO sales: 400M  tokens
- 333.3M given out as game
rewards for players or allocated
for special events ( 33.3%)
- 66.7M sold for new players
(price: 1 EUR per token) ( 6.67%)

Referral program is good both for the referrer and referral code buyer. Using the
referral code upon purchasing, both parties get +30% extra tokens. For example: A
refers to B; B buys 10000 tokens. Both A and B get extra 3000 tokens.
Additional E
 arly Investor Bonus is provided during the pre-sales phase, which
provides extra token allocation bonus from 5% up to 50% depending on the purchase
price.
In pre-sales phase, combining both the referral bonus and the early investor bonus,
you may buy tokens as low as 0.056€/token.

How does it work?
The players buy tokens to play the game. The game is played
with a single click using various information and game statistics
to increase the probability of the win. The game can only be
played with the Sapphire Coin, available for the purchase
through the ICO or later via also via selected digital exchanges.
Players play against other players online and just with a click of a
button. The gambling can be done at any time, on any device,
with average playing round lasting less than a minute. For
increased rewards, more time is required to play. Active players
are rewarded regularly. The use of game metrics allow
skill-based gaming and playing smarter than others.

Referral Lottery - Win Before The Game Is Ready
Starting already during the ICO phase, you get to win rewards before the game is even
ready! On weekly basis, a special “Win Without Playing” referral lottery is arranged,
including several rewards starting from 10k up to 1M tokens. The draw is executed as
a classic lottery, and it will include all the current token investors/buyers automatically.

Payment Methods
EUR and USD via credit card,
EUR bank transfers for validated
investors for larger investments.
PayPal transactions (coming soon).
BTC Bitcoin
BCH Bitcoin Cash
ETH Ethereum
LTC Litecoin

Key Contacts
SAPPHIRE TEAM
Panu Mäki
COO
Senior director, partner. Serial
entrepreneur and airline captain.
Over 25 years of business experience
in various management and business
development positions. Experienced
consultant on many various
technology and gamification projects.
ADVISOR BOARD
Matti Vilola
CEO of PayApi Escrow Ltd
Senior business director and R&D
engineer, partner. Over 15 years of
international management
experience in IT/SW in mobile and
cloud businesses. FinTech security
and PCI DSS certified payments
solution expert.

Are We A Pump & Dump ICO?
Absolutely not! Our technical team has strong background in implementing PCI DSS
certified secure enterprise application platforms and online gambling platforms.
The ICO is used to develop a unique gambling game experience with world record
prices and industry-best payout rates. We love what we do; we do it for you.

Escrow
To protect coin investors and token sales, an
agreement with a 3rd party secure payments
company (PayApi Escrow Ltd) has been established.
The company will coordinate and monitor the token
sales and hold the funds until required milestones
have been reached.
The escrow process ensures that if minimum funding targets are not met; investors
will get their funds back from the trusted organization (a full refund minus payment
processing fees of 3% will be issued).

Additional information
Website: s apphirecoin.io
Support: sapphirecoin.io/contact
Discussion forums will be announced
later for the ICO phase.
Slack support channel for PayApi
Escrow Ltd: s lack.payapiescrow.com

